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Gordon Graham is an award-winning writer who has

worked on close to 200 white papers for well-known

companies, like Google, Rackspace, and Oracle, plus

many smaller firms with big dreams. Gordon wrote his

first white paper in 1997, and by 2001, he decided to

specialize in this unique form of content. His versatile

experience as a journalist, technical writer, marketing

executive, and independent copywriter helps him look at

white papers from all different angles: as a reader, a

sponsor, and a creator.

Gordon finds most white papers not nearly as engaging

or persuasive as they could be, and he thinks that’s a

shame. He continues to do research, write articles, and

give presentations to professional marketers and writers

on how to make their white papers more effective. His

website, ThatWhitePaperGuy.com, is top-rated in Google,

thanks to the dozens of how-to articles available on his

site.

Gordon has taught writing at two universities and given

more than 50 workshops, including in-house training at

Cisco, Ericsson, and Sprint. As a freelance journalist, he

wrote close to 1,000 magazine articles on technology for

everyone from accountants to woodworkers. And for five

years, he was the editor of SoftwareCEO.com,

interviewing dozens of software executives on the

secrets of their success.

Unlike most writers, Gordon has first-hand experience as

a marketing executive. He served as the vice president of

marketing for a wireless startup, where he helped grow

sales from $250,000 to $14 million and then sell the

company in three years. He did this, in part, by



sponsoring white papers that helped his firm “eat the

lunch” of much larger competitors.

Gordon lives with his family and two ginger cats a few

steps from the shore of Lake Huron in northern Ontario,

Canada. In the summer, he likes to run, paddle, and

cruise the river on his boat, The Thessalon Queen. In the

winter, he is happy to confirm that you can get high-

speed Internet in an igloo.
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Blog post
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Placed article
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Chapter 11: A Proven Process to Complete Your

White Paper

Benefitting from a White Paper Process

Not all white paper projects go smoothly



Many companies lack a publishing process

A process you can use for your own

Getting an Overview of the Process

Stage 1: Planning a white paper

Stage 2: Producing a white paper

Stage 3: Promoting a white paper
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Success factor #1: In-house sponsor

Success factor #2: Firm deadline
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Chapter 12: Planning an Effective White Paper

Step 1: Assembling the Team
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What the writer does in this step

How to hire a white paper writer

Step 2: Holding a Kickoff Conference Call

What the client does in this step



What the writer does in this step

Resolving differences during the conference call

Step 3: Preparing a Plan

What the writer does in this step

What the client does in this step

Putting together a white paper plan
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What the client does in this step

What the writer does in this step

Step 5: Preparing an Executive Summary

What the writer does in this step

What the client does in this step

Crafting the executive summary

Dealing with comments on the executive summary

Chapter 13: Producing a Powerful White Paper

Let the Writer Write!
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What the writer does in this step
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Step 7: Gathering Initial Comments

What the client does in this step

Dealing with comments on the first draft



Step 8: Creating the Second-Draft White Paper

What the writer does in this step

What the illustrator does in this step

Step 9: Gathering Final Comments

What the client does in this step

Dealing with comments on the second draft
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What the writer does in this step

What the client does in this step

Saving source material as PDFs
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Step 11: Preparing the Final Document

What the illustrator does in this step

What the writer does in this step

What the designer does in this step

What the client does in this step

Proofing final pages
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Step 12: Wrapping Up the Project

What the client does in this step
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Making payments — the faster, the better

Getting permissions
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Part IV: Succeeding with White Papers
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Finding sources for a white paper
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No Summary at the Start
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No Call to Action

Not the Right Length

Sales Pitch in Disguise

Not Enough Proof to Back Up Claims



Not Enough, or Not Good Enough, Graphics

No Logical Flow of Ideas

Not Written by the Right Person
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